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Abstract. The action of a biosensor containing non Michaelis-Menten enzyme
was modeled at mixed enzyme kinetics and external diffusion limitation in the
case of substrate inhibition. The calculations show that at the electrode surface
multi steady-state concentrations of substrate may be generated if diffusion
module is much larger than 1 and the substrate bulk concentration is much
bigger than Michaelis-Menten parameter. The multi steady-state concentration
generates multi response of the biosensor. The production of the multi steady-
state may cause the biosensor response oscillation.
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1 Introduction
The response of biosensors is determined by an enzyme activity and mass trans-
port [1]. If enzyme activity is low in comparison to mass transfer rate the response
is determined by biocatalytical reaction, and a biosensor acts in “kinetic regime”.
If overall process is determined by mass transport through stagnant (Nernst) layer
the biosensor acts in “external diffusion limitation” regime. If process is limited
by mass transport inside the biocatalytical membrane the biosensor act in “inter-
nal diffusion limitation” regime. The modelling of biosensors utilizing simple




Michaelis-Menten kinetics in different regimes was carried out using digital inte-
gration [2–16].
Very often the kinetics of an enzyme action is much more complicated. In-
hibition, activation, allostery and other types of non Michaelis-Menten kinetics
determinate the diversity of the enzymes, and finally a life [17]. The simplest
scheme of non Michaelis-Menten kinetics, for example, may be produced by
addition into Michaelis-Menten scheme (equation (1)) a stadium of the interaction
of the enzyme substrate complex (ES) with other substrate molecule (S) (equation
(2)) following the generation of non active complex (ES2):
E + S↔ ES→ E + P, (1)
ES + S↔ ES2. (2)
For this scheme the steady-state “initial” rate (Vst) shows a maximum on the
dependence of the Vst on the substrate concentration.
To the best of our knowledge the biosensors utilizing non Michaelis-Menten
enzymes still have not built. To develop new biosensors containing non Michaelis-
Menten enzymes useful may be the modelling these biosensors. The work de-
scribes the results of the biosensors modelling at mixed enzyme kinetics and
external diffusion limitation.
2 Mathematical model
The steady-state kinetics of an enzyme acting following the scheme (1), (2) is
described by equation (3).
Vst = −ds/dt = kcatets/(Km + s+ s
2/Ki), (3)
where Vst – steady-state “initial” enzymatic rate, kcat – catalytic constant, et –
total enzyme concentration, s – substrate concentration, Km and Ki – Michaelis-
Menten and inhibition constants, respectively.
The biosensor is considered as infinite nontransparent plate covered by thin
(molecular) layer of an enzyme. The substrate flux to the layer is perpendicular
to the surface of the plate. The thickness of stagnant (Nernst) layer covering the
enzyme layer is δ. In real conditions it can be as large as 0.04 cm [18]. The
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substrate concentration on the surface (ss) is less than in the bulk (sb) due to the
enzyme action. At steady-state conditions the substrate flux (Jst) through the
stagnant layer is equal to enzymatic rate on the surface:
Jst = D(sb − ss)/δ = Vst, (4)
where D – diffusion coefficient of the substrate in the stagnant layer.
The biosensor response (Rst) is directly proportional to substrate conversion
rate:
Rst = nFJst, (5)
where n – number of electrons (n = 1), F – Faraday number.
At steady-state conditions the response of biosensor can be expressed:
Rst = nFD(sb − ss)/δ = nFkcatetss/(Km + ss + s
2
s/Ki), (6)
where concentration of enzyme on surface (et) is expressed in mol/cm2. The
dimensions of other parameters: F – C/mol, D – cm2/s, kcat – 1/s, sb, ss, Km and
Ki – mol/cm3.
The unknown value of ss can be found by solving equation (6). The analysis
of dependence of the response on substrate bulk concentration (sb) and mass
transport rate was performed assuming for simplicity Ki = Km and using di-
mensionless parameter (diffusion module) ρ = kcatetδ/KmD that corresponds
to the ratio of the enzyme reaction and the diffusion rate. The concentrations of
substrate were also normalized to Km. If cb = sb/Km and cs = ss/Km was used
the expression for cs calculation was:
cb − cs = ρcs/(1 + cs + c
2
s). (7)
The equation (7) was solved using symbolic processor of “Mathcad” (MathSoft
Inc., Cambridge, MA). The analytical solution of the equation (7) has not been
presented in the text due to very bulky expression.
3 Results and discussion
For the calculations the enzyme concentration 10−11 mol/cm2 what corresponds
to monolayer of enzyme molecules adsorbed on geometrically flat surface was
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used. The values of other parameters used for the calculations were: catalytic
constant (103 1/s) corresponds to moderately active enzyme, Michaelis-Menten
constant (10−5 mol/cm3) is typical for many enzymes [19], diffusion coefficient
of substrate 10−6 cm2/s, thickness of stagnant layer 0.03 cm. For these parameters
the calculated dimensionless parameter (ρ) was 30.
The solution of (7) at 0 < cb < 9.714 gave a single value of surface con-
centration that was less in comparison to cb. At cb = 9.714 two values of
cs = 0.589 and cs = 4.063 were calculated. At 11.091 > cb > 9.714 three
values of cs were found. At cb = 11.091 two values of cs were calculated
(1.201, 7.688). At cb > 11.091 a single value was calculated again. To verify
correctness of the calculations a graphical solution of (7) was performed. A
function Y = cs/(1+cs+c2s)was plotted to show enzymatic rate, and the function
y = (cb − cs)/ρ at fixed cb concentration – to show diffusion rate. Crossing of
these function gave cs. In Fig. 1 three approximate values of cs = 0.64, cs = 2.8
and cs = 5.5 gave the crossing of the functions at cb = 10 and ρ = 30. These
values fitted the calculated cs (0.636, 2.833 and 5.529).




), y = (cb − cs)/ρ. The parameters of calculations are written in the
text.
The dependence of substrate surface concentration on bulk concentration is
shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the surface concentration is less than the
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bulk concentration. At critical bulk concentrations 9.714 and 11.091, two steady
state concentrations are available whereas in the intermediate three concentrations
are possible. However, an intermediate concentration is not stabile, since any
perturbation of parameters produces a low or a high concentration.
Fig. 2. The dependence of normalized surface concentration on normalized
bulk concentration at ρ = 30. Vertical dot lines marks the zone of multi steady-
state concentrations, other parameters are written in the text.
The biosensor response is related to surface concentration of substrate (equa-
tion (5)). The generation of different surface concentrations produces multi res-
ponse of biosensor (Fig. 3). The multi response can be achieved at 11.091 ≥ cb ≥
9.714.
The modelling shows that multi surface concentration is possible at large
diffusion parameter (ρ). The decrease the ρ value up to 3, generates just one
value of concentration cs = 9.7 at cb = 10 (Fig. 1). It is worth to notice
that many interfaces used for the enzyme adsorption have a surface much more
than geometrical. Therefore the enzyme concentration and consequently ρ may
increase many orders of magnitude.
At ρ = 0.3 the biosensor acts in kinetic regime. The surface concentration of
substrate is little less than the bulk concentration. The response of biosensor drops
down almost 10–100 times, and the decrease of the response in the concentration
range 1–12 is associated with enzyme activity decrease (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. The dependence of biosensor response on normalized bulk
concentration of substrate. The data calculated with ρ = 30 (•) belongs to
left hand y axis, with ρ = 0.3 () – to right hand y axis.
It is follows from the calculations that all parameters which change the dif-
fusion module (ρ) perturb the multi steady-state zone. The thickness of stagnant
layer (δ) is the most difficult controllable parameter. Using rotating disk electrode
or precious flow rate may help to control the thickness of this layer [1, 18].
Multi steady-state surface concentration has many interesting consequences
not only for biosensors action. It can generate oscillations of the concentration and
the response of biosensor if the negligible perturbation of enzyme activity or mass
transport occurs. The suggested model can be applied for modelling the enzymes
action inside a cell. The most of the cellular enzymes are adsorbed or incorporated
into membranes, and they act in high viscous media. These factors are beneficial
for multi state generation. General consideration shows that similar effects may be
expected if immobilized enzymes act in the regime of internal diffusion limitation.
The digital modelling of these processes is under consideration.
4 Conclusions
The modelling of the biosensor response at mixed enzyme kinetics and external
diffusion limitation in the case of substrate inhibition showed that multi steady-
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state concentrations of substrate at the electrode surface may be generated if
diffusion module is larger than 1, and substrate bulk concentration is much bigger
than Michaelis-Menten parameter. A critical ρ value is determined by Km and Ki
ratio. The multi steady-state concentrations may generate the multi response of
the biosensor. The production of the multi steady-state may cause the biosensor
response oscillation. These results are principally different from the response of
the biosensor acting in the kinetic regime with the same non Michaelis-Menten ki-
netics. In this case the biosensor response may have a maximum on the calibration
curve, however, only a single value of the response may be obtained (Fig. 3).
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